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Q. 
A. 

Can I get copies of my vendors’ KeHE purchase orders? 

Yes. To receive copies of purchase orders, please contact Genius Central at brokers@geniuscentral.com to 
sign up for the broker EDI program.

Q. 
A. 

What is the service that is offered? 

Genius Central can set up a direct AS2 connection or connect to a VAN to transmit carbon copies of 
purchase orders and invoices for any represented vendor that has been on-boarded into the KeHE EDI
Program with Genius Central. Access to GCHQ, our web-based EDI portal will be provided to each 
participating broker to view and download purchase orders and invoices. The service will also include 
adding or removing vendors as broker representation changes. Live customer support and system 
maintenance are included in this service as well. 

Q. 
A. 

Is there a cost associated with this program? 

Yes. There is a one-time setup fee of $850 and a flat monthly service fee of $69. A per vendor fee, starting 
as low as $5.99 per vendor is also applicable. This tiered fee is dependent on the number of vendors you 
represent that are also on-boarded and active in the KeHE EDI Program. 

Q. 
A. 

What are my options to receive the EDI carbon copies? 

Genius Central provides the following setup options:
1. Direct AS2 Connection
2. Connection to third-party VAN/EDI Provider
3. Login to GC’s EDI portal (GCHQ)
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Q. 
A. 

Why do I have to pay to receive carbon copies of my vendors’ orders? 

Genius Central is providing the system infrastructure and labor to support an EDI connection to your 
company, maintain and support the transmission of documents between KeHE and your company.
Receiving the orders via EDI provides efficiencies and labor cost savings of manually entering order data.
Genius Central’s Broker EDI Service also allows your team to have documents backed up in GCHQ, our  
web-based EDI portal, should there ever be interruption to your EDI system.
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Q. 
A. 

What if my vendor does not sign the Data Access Authorization form? 

Genius Central will not be able to provide access to the vendor’s data without a signed form. You will need 
to contact the vendor to get a copy of the order directly.

Q. 
A. 

Do I have to pay? 

Yes, if you would like to receive EDI copies or a view of the orders for download from the EDI portal (GCHQ).

Q. 
A. 

As a broker, can I provide all my vendors with the Data Access Authorization Form? 

Yes. Contact Genius Central to get a copy of the form. Once signed, you will need to return each form to
Genius Central at brokers@geniuscentral.com.

Q. 
A. 

What happens after I sign the agreement? 

A case is created for Genius Central’s Operations Team. A team member will follow-up with you to verify 
the represented vendor list. Genius Central will then link all vendors that have provided the Authorization 
waiver and are live with the KeHE EDI program. For direct connections, KeHE’s 850 and 810 specs and ISA
ID info will be provided to you, followed by testing. If the connection is to a third-party EDI Provider, the 
team will work with the provider to complete testing. As new vendors are added to the program and an 
authorization is received, that vendor will be turned on for the broker data feed.

Q. 
A. 

How can I get started? 

Contact Genius Central to sign a service agreement for this program. You will need to let them know your 
preferred connection method to received EDI carbon copies. Genius Central requires each represented vendor 
to sign a Third-Party Data Access Authorization Agreement before any data can be shared with the broker.

Will our vendors with a historical EDI connection to KeHE be required to switch to Genius Central? 

Not at this time, but all vendors will eventually be required to set up an EDI connection with Genius Central 
for exchanging order related documents with KeHE. KeHE’s goal is to have a single point of exchange for all 
EDI transactions. Genius Central is better equipped to handle the volume of transactions and the number of 
technical connections required to support all KeHE vendors.

Q. 
A. 
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Q. 
A. 

Will the vendors with a historical EDI connection to KeHE be required to pay EDI service fees? 

Yes, all vendors are charged a setup fee and a flat monthly fee based on their order volume. These fees cover 
the cost of setting up the vendor’s account with Genius Central, the EDI connection, testing of current and 
future EDI documents, compliance certification, transactions of unlimited documents, platform maintenance, 
ongoing support, and any upgrades.

Q. 
A. 

How will PO Changes be handled? 

For now, KeHE buyers will send PO changes through the same process they did prior to the EDI program. 
KeHE is working toward having an EDI document that will handle PO changes. Genius Central will announce 
to all vendors and brokers when that document and new processes are ready to be implemented. There will 
be no additional costs to the brokers or vendors when the PO document is rolled out.

Q. 
A. 

Will there be any changes to the UDR (Unload Discrepancy Report) process? 

No changes to the UDR processes.

Q. 
A. 

How are GTIN and Case Codes corrected if they are wrong on the purchase orders? 

During the EDI program onboarding process, the first step is for the vendor to verify and correct the GTIN or 
vendor stock numbers. Genius Central then provides those “vendor verified” codes back to KeHE’s EDI team 
to update their systems. If those codes are incorrect, vendors and/or brokers should contact KeHE’s Vendor 
Support team (vendorsupport@kehe.com) to have the product codes corrected.
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